
SUPERHERO JOE
Pic Weitzman
One day while playing in his room, Joe
hears a cry for help from his parents
downstairs. In an instant he's Superhero
Joe and it's up to him to save the day!

TEN RULES OF BEING A
SUPERHERO
Pic Pilutti
In this handy guide, Captain Magma and
his trusty sidekick, Lava Boy, take young
readers on an adventure to learn all ten
rules of being a good superhero.

THERE’S A SUPERHERO IN YOUR
BOOK
Pic Fletcher
Use the power of your imagination to
unlock this adorable Superhero's
powers. But you'd better act fast before
The Scribbler ruins your book
completely! 

EVEN SUPERHEROES MAKE
MISTAKES
Pic Becker
Even superheroes sometimes slip up
and err. Whether they've nabbed the
wrong guy by mistake or bashed into a
planet while zooming through space, all
superheroes 'fess up their mess-up, get
on with their day, and keep on saving
the world in the most super way!

SUPERHEROES

SUPERMAN!
Pic Superman
Boys and girls ages 2-5 will learn all
about Superman's incredible powers
such as flight, super strength, and heat
vision. With the help of Batman and the
DC Super Friends, Superman always
saves the day! 

SUPERBAT
Pic Carr
Pat is an ordinary bat who wants nothing
more than to be special. But when he
proclaims himself a superbat, the other
bats laugh and say that anything he can
do, like fly and navigate through the
dark, they can do too. Disheartened,  
suddenly his supersonic hearing picks up
a terrified cry.

ABUELA'S SUPER CAPA
Pic Siqueira
Saturdays are superhero days. Equipped
with their milkshakes and capas, Luis and
his abuela can turn anything into an
adventure. But when Abuela gets sick,
Luis has to learn a new way to be a hero. 

BRAVE
Pic McAnulty
Kids are brave every day. When they are
told they are too little, but accomplish
something big. When they check for
monsters under the bed, just in case.  
When they stand up for what's right,
even when it means facing
consequences.
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SUPERFAB SAVES THE DAY
Pic Leroy
Meet Superfab: the best-dressed
superhero around. He's got a walk-in
closet, an extensive collection of outfits,
and fabulous style to boot. One day he
discovers that his exquisite sense of
style is just the weapon he needs to beat
(and befriend) this particular monster.

HERO MOM
Pic Hardin
The moms in the book are superheroes.
These moms construct buildings, fly
planes, and make tanks roll. They do all
kinds of things to help create a safer
world. These superheroes are moms.
Military moms. Hero moms.

BATMAN AND BATGIRL UNITE! :
A BOOK ABOUT TEAMWORK
Pic Batman
Batman and Batgirl are two of the world's
greatest super heroes. They have the
brains, tools, and talent to take down
Gotham City's most dangerous bad guys.
But what's their most powerful skill of all?
Teamwork! 

WHAT MAKES A HERO
Pic Marvel
What Makes a Hero?
Whether they're fighting evil throughout
the realms, or defending humanity on
Earth, these heroes have their own
approaches to strength, goodness, and
heroism.

THE WORLD NEEDS MORE
PURPLE PEOPLE
Pic Bell
What is a purple person? Great
question. I mean, really great! Because
purple people always ask really great
questions. They bring their family,
friends, and communities together, and
they speak up for what's right.

LUCIA THE LUCHADORA
Pic Garxa
Lucia comes from a family of
luchadoras. But when she's confronted
with a case of injustice, Lucia must
decide if she can stay true to the ways
of the luchadora and fight for what is
right, even if it means revealing the
identity behind her mask.

JINX AND THE DOOM FIGHT
CRIME!
Pic Mantchev
A typical day for Jinx and the Doom
looks like this: wake up, eat breakfast,
brush teeth--then FIGHT CRIME! 

SUPER MANNY STANDS UP!
Pic DiPucchi
Zombie bears, evil cloud monsters, and
alien robots with laser beam eyes are no
match for Super Manny. But when
Manny encounters a real-life nemesis in
the school cafeteria, will he be able to
summon his superhero strength to save
the day?

SWEET DREAMS, SUPERGIRL
Pic Dahl
A young Supergirl fan faces her most
elusive adversary - sleep! As darkness
falls, a young girl attempts to catch some
Z's while DC Comics' SUPERGIRL tracks
down an elusive enemy. 

THE DAY I LOST MY
SUPERPOWERS
Pic Escoffie
Childhood is a magical time when even
the stuff of the day-to-day is exciting
and the ordinary often seems
extraordinary. A part of this magic is
that with just a little imagination, we all
might be found to possess true
superpowers!

THE BLUR
Pic Le
From the very beginning, there was
something different about this child...
An ultrasonic voice. Fantastically elastic
limbs. Super-magnetic powers. But it
wasn't until the child took her first steps
that she became- THE BLUR!

SUPER HAIR-O AND THE
BARBER OF DOOM
Pic Rocco
Every super hero gets his powers from
somewhere. The young hero of this
book, Rocco, thinks his abilities come
from his shock of red hair, and the
longer it gets, the stronger he becomes. 
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